Abstract-In this article, we provide a data framework for edge computing where developers can easily attain efficient data transfer between devices or users. We propose a distributed key-value storage platform for edge computing and its explicit data distribution management method. In this platform, edge servers organize the distributed key-value storage in a uniform namespace. To enable fast data access to a record in edge computing, the allocation strategy of the record and its cache on the edge servers is important. Our platform offers a distributed objects that can dynamically change home server and allocate cache objects following user defined rules. A rule is defined in a declarative manner and specifies where to place cache objects depending on the status of the target record and its associated records. We also integrate a push notification system using WebSocket to immediately notify events on a specified table. We evaluate the performance of our system using a messaging service application between mobile appliances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, smart mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets) have allowed us to use geolocation information in many kinds of applications, including transition services and augmented reality games. Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) and the Internet of Things (IoT) are opportunities to create real time applications that connect various sensor data to users or devices. Edge computing will become a powerful tool to process sensor data "on the fly" and deliver them quickly to subscribers. However, developing such applications will be tedious since data delivery to mobile subscribers requires careful treatment to ensure data consistency. Moreover, the publish/subscribe relationship between devices and servers depends on the applications.
Our goal is to provide a data framework for edge computing where developers can easily attain efficient data transfer between devices. To achieve this goal, we propose a distributed key-value storage platform for edge computing and its explicit data distribution management method. The system consists of several edge servers which organize a distributed key-value storage. Each server holds some records which are kept in a uniform namespace. A record is only assigned to a single server at a time. However, cached values can be kept on several other servers. The platform provides the mechanisms to monitor modifications and immediately reflect them on cached records. The system also supports mobility of records. Developers can define cache rules in a declarative manner and manage cache behavior of records depending on the records type or status. We use a schema to define the data structure of records and introduce some extensions to specify its cache rule.
In this paper, we use a sample messaging service between mobile appliances to demonstrate how cache rules apply to applications. We developed a test-bed system of our platform and evaluated its performance using our messaging service application. Our prototype system offers a Web API for data creation, modification, and retrieval. It also offers WebSocket connections to send push notification to the subscribers.
In Section II, we summarize related works. We present our system's design in Section III, briefly introducing our cache mechanisms. Implementation details are given in Section IV while we evaluate the performance of our prototype in Section V. We then conclude in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Many kinds of distributed database management system (e.g. AWS DynamoDB, Apache Cassandra, MongoDB) are used to achieve the scalability needed in cloud computing. These system's appeal lies in their performance and scalability as key-value storage rather than support of relational operations. They run on computer clusters in the data center but offer little support for locality-aware data assignment between worker nodes.
Some works have been done to manage dynamic data provided by mobile IoT devices, offering fast queries and supports for mobile records. Auspice [10] is a name service to locate mobile devices. It is designed as a scalable distributed key-value storage and can allocate replica data on hosts in a demand-driven manner. Kafle et al. proposed an architecture for an IoT directory service [8] . It allows general data structures and supports on-demand caching of records. The system can reflect record modification to the cached records immediately. It also allows data queries with various search keys. They have plans to support proactive data propagation, the details of which remain unclear.
To treat data in motion, some database systems support stream processing [1] , [3] . These systems provide continuous Fig. 1 . System overview query that receives input data stream of sensor events or user action logs and outputs on-the-fly reaction. StreamSpinner [11] offers a query system that continuously gathers events from distributed sensor nodes, conducts the queries over distributed servers using stream processing and delivers the result to the subscribers. AWS lambda [2] is the other type of computing service relying on stream processing. It offers lambda functions that are invoked when certain events occur in specified services (e.g. storage or database services). Developers can register their functions that can check the event's context and act on the cloud data services, potentially triggering other lambda functions. The system scales automatically without explicit server management or provisioning. These systems for stream processing offer little support for subscription of mobile users or devices.
Publish/subscribe systems are also used to realize stream processing between multiple services. MQTT [4] is a protocol enabling machine-to-machine IoT communication. Messages are categorized into topics. A message broker receives messages with their topics from publishers and delivers them to the subscribers of each topic. MQTT assumes there is a unique broker per topic and does not support distributed broker situation. In cloud computing, scalable pub/sub systems are used to connect multiple servers with low latency [5] , [6] , [9] . Apache Kafka [9] , which is developed by LinkedIn, can allocate multiple brokers for each topic and supports consumer groups. Each record published to a topic is delivered to one consumer in a group. This system focuses on scalability but offers limited support for locality-aware data transfer.
III. PLATFORM DESIGN

A. System Overview
An overview of our platform is presented in Fig. 1 . Our system consists of several edge servers, distributed across places. Each server holds a part of the data records in a uniform namespace. There can be multiple tables (e.g., user, station) in the namespace. Each record in a table is represented in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. A record has its information stored on a single home server. Copies of said record can be given to other cache servers.
We assume mobile clients access the nearest edge server for their target application. This information is assumed to be obtained from the access points or cloud services used at connection. Clients access their closest edge server to put, get and update records. To quickly deliver record modification to whom it may concern, developers can explicitly define cache rule depending on the record type and status. Servers monitor modification events and reflect the modifications on cached copies. Depending on status changes and cache rules, the server may make cached copies on new servers.
Each edge server of our test-bed system is implemented as a Web server offering a Web API for clients to get, create, and update records. Push messages and notifications are implemented using WebSocket. Developers can define entry points for push notifications in the schema.
Our test-bed system does not support fault-tolerancy or access control. We will tackle these challenges in future work.
B. Requirements
Distributed dynamic data structure requires careful programming to ensure data consistency. Object relocation is even more challenging. We first summarize two important features to realize application for edge computing environment.
Support for mobile objects: To treat records that represent mobile users or vehicles, we think it is reasonable to change the home servers of these records depending on their locations. Otherwise, events occurring on the targets would need to be first delivered to their respective fixed servers before delivering it to whoever is concerned. However, to explicitly treat such relocation of mobile records, programmers have to announce the relocation of these objects. A programmer must take into account concurrent object relocation and message delivery. Moreover, when a message is delivered to the old home of a mobile record, the system has to forward the message to the new home server. We call these records as mobile records.
Data propagation based on subscription requests: There are many kinds of applications where a user or device is only concerned with events that occur with users or devices connected to the same edge server. However, some applications require communications between users or devices connected to different servers. For example, a user is communicating with others in remote places using a messaging application, or a traveler is subscribing to transportation information of a remote destination. This kind of pub/sub relationship is often created dynamically and applications must deliver messages to current subscribers who may often change connecting edge servers.
C. Approach
To avoid procedural programming style that explicitly manipulates data stream, we propose a platform that offers a distributed object that can dynamically change home server and allocate cache objects based on user defined rules. A rule is defined in a declarative manner. We use JSON schema (draft-04) [7] to define the data structure of records and introduce some extension to describe cache rules. In this section, we illustrate our cache approach using a simple message service between mobile users. This mechanism can be used as a pub/sub system to develop many kinds of applications connecting mobile devices. Fig. 2 shows a situation where two users, A and B, are connected to different edge servers, P and Q. In this situation, messages to users A and B are delivered to the edge servers P and Q on which the users are connected. The user is notified of the arrival of messages using push notification from the connected edge servers. When B moves to a position close to server R and switches its connecting server to R, the application relocates a record that represents the user B from the server Q to R while server P is informed of the relocation to change the destination of messages for B from Q to R.
In this application, each record holds the list of communication partners and the record is cached on the edge servers that the communication partners are connected to using cache rule. The cache record maintains the reference to the home server even when the record body changes its home server. When A sends a message to B via server P, the message is immediately forwarded to server Q using the reference to the home server. Finally, when the server Q receives a message for record B, it can send a push notification to the user using WebSocket.
Compared to a pub/sub system using a central server, the communication path between two users will be short using the edge servers when two users are connected to neighboring edge servers. When using demand-driven cache mechanism on edge servers, a problem remains on how to deliver dynamic data changes to their subscribers immediately. To deliver messages to the mobile subscribers, the system has to know who are the current subscribers and where they reside. To enable this, we rely on the explicit description of cache rules defined by developers.
D. Data Model
We adopt a simple data consistency model to manage the cache. The update request to a cache record is forwarded to the record body on the home server and then propagated to all the cache records on other servers.
Our system does not use separate tables to store record bodies and cached records. Each edge server accepts get/update operations only on records that reside on the edge server.
The update operation to the cache record is forwarded to the home server and processed on the record body. The modified information is then propagated to the cache objects according to the cache rule. Each record is specified by its record id. No search queries are supported.
Developers define the data type and cache rule of their records for each table. In a cache rule, developers can define where to place cache objects depending on the status of the target record and its associated records as described in the next subsection. Using this feature, developers can prepare cached copies of associated records on the same edge server with a subscriber.
When a record represents a mobile object, it is typed as mobile. Each mobile record has a home property that represents its current home server. Relocation of a mobile record is triggered by modification of its home property. The system moves the record to the new home server while a cache record is kept on the old server to forward requests that may arrive afterward. A copy of the associated records can also be transferred along the mobile record, the range of which can be defined in the cache rule.
Sample records used in our application are shown in Fig. 3 . For simplicity, the application uses only one table that holds user records. The _id property represents the identifier for the record (e.g. uidA, uidB). The inContact property lists the communication partners and the message property contains messages from the respective partners. User A can send a message to user B by issuing a request to insert the message into the message property of the record B. If record B is a cached copy, the request is forwarded to the home server of record B.
When the application wants to change the location of record B, the application requests for a change in the home property of record B and the platform relocates the body record along with the copies of associated records. The records for the communication partner are treated as associative records in this case.
E. Cache Rule
This section summarizes the current specification of the cache rule. The specification is under consideration and may evolve in the future.
The schema of the user records and its embedded cache rule are presented in Fig. 4 . Some property values contain identifiers of records. We introduced a valueTableInfo attribute (line 7) to denote the table that contains the records denoted by the identifiers. When keys of a pattern property are used to contain record identifiers, we use a keyTableInfo attribute (line 25) instead. The cacheType attribute in lines 36-39 specifies that this record is cached to the edge servers specified by the path written in targetEdge attribute. "/inContact/@key->home" is an example of a path to a property that contains the references to cache servers. The path starts from the root of the record and '/' is used to access a child element. The following token (e.g. inContact) is a property name and @key is a special token that matches with 1 //user table 2 { // record A representing user A 3 "_id": "uidA", 4 "name": "UserA", 5 "home": "edgeP", 6 "inContact": { "uidB": "UserB" }, 7
"message": { 8 "uidB": { 9
"2018-02-03T22:15:40:000+09:00": "Hello!", 10 "2018-02-03T22:15:42:000+09:00": "How are you?" 11 }}} 12 { // record B representing user B 13 "_id": "uidB", 14 "name": "UserB", 15 "home": "edgeQ", 16 "inContact": { "uidA": "UserA" }, 17
"message": { 18 "uidA": { 19 "2018-02-03T22:15:41:000+09:00": "Hi there.", 20
"2018-02-03T22:15:43:000+09:00": "Fine!" 21 }}} Fig. 3 . Data Sample of the Application 1 { "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#", 2 "type": "object", 3 "properties": { 4 "_id": { 5 "type": "string",
"name": { "type": "string" }, 10
"home": { "type": "string" }, 11
"inContact": { 12 "type": "object", 13 "patternProperties":
"type": "string", 16 "keyTableInfo": "user", 17 "followingData": { 18 "target": "key", "chain": false }} 19 }}, 20 "message": { 21 "type": "object", 22 "patternProperties":
"type": "object", 25 "keyTableInfo": "user", 26 "push": { 27 "tag": "receiveMessage", 28 "method": "PATCH", 29 "patchParam": "add", 30 "to": "/_id" 31 }, 32
"patternProperties": { 33 "..time..": { "type": "string" } 34 }}} 35 }}, 36 "cacheType": { 37 "centralized": { 38 "targetEdge": "/inContact/@key->home" } 39 }, 40
"switchEdge": true 41 } Fig. 4 . Sample of a Cache Rule all the pattern property names. The arrow "->" represents a reference to an other record using record id. In this case, the path gathers the home servers of the user records with whom the user is in contact (inContact) in this application. In the situation corresponding to Fig. 3 , record A is cached to server Q, which is the home server of record B.
User records are signaled as "mobile records" using the switchEdge attribute (line 40). The system automatically relocates the records when the value of their home property changes. To pack the copies of associated records, a followingData attribute is used in lines 17-18. In this Fig. 5 . Overview of System Inside application, when a user record moves to another server, it takes copies of the records representing the current communication partners. The target attribute represents whether the record id is contained in the key or the value. The chain attribute specifies whether or not associated records are recursively gathered from the record id.
The push attribute in lines 26-31 is used for push notification from edge servers to devices. The method and patchParam parameters (e.g. POST/PATCH/DELETE and add/change/delete) specify the access type to monitor. The tag parameter declares the topic name attached for the notification and the to parameter indicates the subscribers. In this case, when a user opens a WebSocket connection to the edge server, the server sends a push notification for each message received on the user's record.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
An overview of our system's internals is presented in Fig. 5 . An edge server consists of three components: the frontend service, the cache manager and the database. The frontend service manages requests from clients as well as push notifications through WebSocket. When the frontend service receives create or update requests, it triggers the cache manager which manages the behavior of records based on the cache rules given by developers. The database keeps the records in several tables. Edge servers use MongoDB as their database management system. MongoDB can be used as a key-value storage and can hold JSON documents as values. We adopted the Go language to implement the frontend server and the cache manager and used the Gin framework to process HTTP requests along with the Gorilla web toolkit to manage WebSocket connections. We prepared a docker container for easy deployment of edge servers. The container is based on Ubuntu 16.04 and contains all the components mentioned above.
The frontend offers the Web API to get, create, and update records. A client wishing to retrieve a record needs to perform an HTTP GET request to the server, specifying the table and targeted record's id. The server will then look for the record in its local database. If found, the record is returned to the client. Otherwise, an error code is returned. Record creation is done using the HTTP POST method. The client performs to POST request on the server, providing the record to be stored. The server then assigns a globally unique id to the record and registers it into its database. The unique id is then returned to the client. Finally, record updates are performed using HTTP PATCH methods. Communication between edge servers is performed using a different Web API where HTTP PUT requests are used for record transportation.
Creation requests and update requests are processed by the cache manager according to the schema definitions of the corresponding table. The server holds the schema definitions in a table of the database and converts them into memory objects when the schema of respective tables are needed. When receiving a creation request, the server stores the record to the database with a generated id. If a cache rule is defined for the record's table, the cache manager checks the specification for the cache servers of the record. If the path includes references to associated records, the cache manager loads the referred records to determine the servers on which cached copies of the record need to be made. Each cache record holds a _cache property to represent whether the record is a cache or not and a _homeServer property to indicate its home server.
When a server receives an update request to a record, it first looks up the record using its id and conducts the following operations:
• If the record is a cache record, the server forwards the request to the record on the home server (delegation).
• If the record is a body record, the server updates its record and forwards the update request to the record's cache servers (propagation).
• When the home property of a mobile record is changed on its home server, the server relocates the record on the server denoted by the new home value (moveHome). When the cache rule of the record has a rule of associated records, the server also copies the associated records to prepare their cache records on the new home server.
• If a server notices the modification of a reference in the path to the cache servers (checkPath), it notifies the root record of the path to check the current range of cache servers and conducts cache update if necessary. Our current implementation offers the first three but lacks the checkPath feature. Therefore, applications cannot use fully managed cache mechanisms if their cache rule contains two record references in a single path. This is not an issue in our sample application as it contains at most one reference in its paths. To reduce communication cost, we introduced an optimization which consists in omitting to propagate update requests to the source of the delegation. Using this optimization, when a server receives an update request to a cache record, it applies the update to its cache and forwards the request to its home server which then omits to propagate the updated record. This optimization may change the order of update operations and violate record consistency. We are planning to introduce an operation ordering mechanism in future works.
To ensure mobile records consistency, our implementation handles the concurrent occurrence of moveHome operations with delegation or propagation operations. To avoid loss of concurrently sent delegation messages, our system does not remove the record from the old home server for a certain amount of time, long enough to allow the system to announce the relocation of the record to all cache servers. The old home record is added a _forward property and subsequent messages are forwarded to the new home server. As per the propagation requests, when a server receives a record copy from a cache record, it checks the home server of the record and sends a request to the home server to get the latest state of the record. This action notifies the home record of the allocation of a new cache record and circumvents concurrent propagation requests.
V. EVALUATION
We conducted two experiments to evaluate the performance of our system using the messaging service described in Section III. One is a ping-pong for latency measurement and the other is a workload test using 1000 clients and 16 edge servers.
To simulate client behavior, we prepared a program that runs multiple threads accessing the edge servers. Each thread represents a client and accesses the edge servers using HTTP requests and WebSocket connections. In the second experiment, clients change their connected servers several times. The program is executed on a machine equipped with a single CPU (Intel Xeon X3430, 2.40 GHz, 4 cores) and 16GB memory. Each edge server is wrapped in a docker container. The Docker version we used is 18.03.1-ce. We run one or more containers on each host, each fitted with two CPUs (Intel Xeon E5410, 2.33GHz, 4 cores) and 16GB memory. We assign different IP addresses to the containers. The database is contained in each container that is stored in a local HDD of the host. Edge servers and host machines are located in a local network without any traffic control.
A. Latency Measurement
We prepared two clients and conducted 20 times round trips of messages between the clients. We measured the average time for the one-way trip and the time taken by the respective components of the edge servers. The results are presented in TABLE I for two situations: when the clients are connected to the same server or different servers. The elapsed time for a one-way trip is less than 2 msec when clients are connected to the same server and less than 4 msec when connected to different servers.
The access cost to the database dominates the performance. The record update operation includes one read and one write access to the database, which account for 85% of the elapsed time of the record update. The field check operation includes parsing and checking of JSON properties. The cache update includes the read operation of associated records which consists of one database read access in this application. The time for push operation is the elapsed time needed to execute a push operation on edge servers. The network elapsed time is computed as the difference between the total elapsed time (A) and the combined elapsed time on the server side (B).
When the clients are connected to different servers, the update record and the field check operations are executed on both servers. The delegation operation does not contain additional 
B. Workload Test
In this experiment, we used one client simulator with 1000 client threads and eight hosts, each running two edge servers. The clients form a one-way ring network. Each client connects to exactly two other clients and sends messages to the next client in a clockwise direction. Fig. 6 is a flat field with a toruslike topology on which clients are placed. Each rectangular cell has four neighbors (the cells on the side of the figure connect with the cell located on the opposite side). Each cell holds a single edge server and the clients connected to this server. Clients are initially placed in randomly selected cells and move to neighboring cells in a randomly selected direction. Every 400 msec, each client has a 20% probability to send a message and a 5% probability to move to a randomly chosen neighboring cell. We prepared the initial records and WebSocket connections beforehand and executed the simulation for 20 sec. In this experiment, the total numbers of messages and home relocation were 9978 and 2512 respectively and our system succeeded to deliver a message in 4.7/1.6/23.2 msec in average/minimum/maximum. The total number of the requests received to all edge servers was 53796 (Avg. 168 requests/sec, one edge server). The total number of the interedge requests was 41306. Each user record had at most two cache records for the connected clients. When a client sends a message, the sender server issues at most one propagation request and the home server issues at most one delegation request. The propagation optimization technique described in Section IV reduced the requests needed for message delivery by 1/3. When a client relocates its home, at most nine requests are issued between the edge servers, two for data propagation, two for relocation announcement, three for record transfer, and two to get the latest status of records. Concurrent moveHome and delegation operations only occurred four times during the experiment.
VI. CONCLUSION This paper proposed a distributed key-value storage platform for edge computing and its explicit data distribution management method. The platform offers a uniform namespace and allows allocation of cached records following user defined rules. Each rule is defined in a declarative manner and specifies where to place cache objects depending on the status of the target record and its associated records. We prepared a messaging service between mobile appliances to demonstrate how cache rules apply to applications. In our experiments, the application needed 5 msec on average to deliver a message between two clients connected to different servers. In a workload test, we succeeded to run the application with 1000 clients using 16 edge servers. The current system has some bugs and limitations in terms of consistency management. We intend to address these issues in future work.
